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Scheme: Defined Contribution 
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What is this illustration for and how 
could it help you? 

show you the possible effect of costs and charges on your 

pension savings to help you plan for your retirement. The figures 

shown in it are not personal to you and do not show the actual 

pension benefits you could get from the pension scheme. 

Your pension scheme benefits depend on many things such as 

contributions from you or your employer, how your investment 

funds have performed, and costs and charges. You may get back 

less than you put in. 

How charges affect your pension 

On page 2 are tables which show how different costs and charges 

can impact the pension pot over certain periods of time, based on 

a selection of investment funds. Table 1 shows typical funds for 

your pension scheme. Table 2 shows funds with different growth 

rate assumptions and charges. 

Under each investment fund, there are two columns. The first 

shows the projected pension values assuming no charges are 

taken. The second shows the projected pension values after costs 

and charges are taken. By comparing the two you can see how 

much the charges over the years will impact your pension fund. 

So, for example, if you started your pension at age 30 and expect 

to retire at 65, the figures at the end of year 35 would give an idea 

figures are based on a monthly investment of £100 see page 3 

for the assumptions we use.
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Table 1

Table 2

Defined Contribution Section

Illustration of effect of costs and charges for funds with different growth rates and charges 
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At end of year

Projected value 

assuming no 
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taken

Projected value 

after costs and 
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taken

Projected value 

assuming no 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

after costs and 

charges are 

taken

1

Projected value 

after costs and 

charges are 

taken

Av Fidelity Asia IE-FPEPICSP

Assumed growth rate 5%

Assumed costs and charges  1.43%

£63,000

£1,180 £1,200 £1,200 £1,200 £1,190

£88,000

£104,000

£96,500

Projected value 

assuming no 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

after costs and 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

assuming no 

charges are 

taken

£88,600 £96,500

£74,200

£59,300 £54,700 £115,000 £105,000 £115,000£48,800

Av BlackRock 5Y+ ILGilt Idx (Aq C) 

IE-FPEPIGZP

Assumed growth rate 2%

Assumed costs and charges  0.32%

Av Money Market IE-FPEPIABP

Assumed growth rate 1.5%

Assumed costs and charges  0.3%

Av BlackRock (50:50) Global Eq 

Index (Aquila C) IE-FPEPIBFP

Assumed growth rate 5%

Assumed costs and charges  0.33%

£29,500

£17,800 £17,400 £21,500 £20,900

£41,500

£3,560 £3,540 £3,700 £3,680

£39,200 £65,300 £61,200

£35,600 £33,900 £52,300 £49,500

£29,700 £28,500 £40,700 £39,000

£21,900

£26,800

£31,600

£36,100

£40,500

£44,700

£4,750 £4,710 £4,990

£5,930 £5,880 £6,310

£11,900 £11,700 £13,400

£23,700 £23,000 £30,500

£53,400 £49,600

£47,500 £44,500

£96,500

£79,900

45

50

Av BlackRock 5Y+ ILGilt Idx (Aq C) 

IE-FPEPIGZP

Av BlackRock Over 15 Year Gilt 

Index (Aquila C) IE-FPEPIGYP

£1,180

£2,360

£3,530

£4,700

£5,860

£11,600

£17,200

£22,600

£27,900

£33,100

£38,200
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£43,100

£47,900

£52,600
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At end of year

1

2

£1,200

£2,350

£3,520

£4,670

£5,810

£11,400

£16,800

£4,950

£6,260

£13,200

£2,430 £2,430£2,370 £2,360

Assumed growth rate 2.5%

Assumed costs and charges  0.33%

Projected value 

assuming no 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

after costs and 

charges are 

taken

Assumed growth rate 2%

Assumed costs and charges  0.32%

Projected value 

assuming no 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

after costs and 

charges are 

taken

Assumed growth rate 5%

Assumed costs and charges  0.33%

Projected value 

assuming no 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

after costs and 

charges are 

taken

Av BlackRock (50:50) Global Eq 

Index (Aquila C) IE-FPEPIBFP

£1,190 £1,180 £1,200£1,180

£73,500

£115,000 £84,800

Assumed growth rate 5%

Assumed costs and charges  1.06%

Av BlackRock UK Equity Index 

(Aquila C) IE-FPEPIAYP

Av Artemis UK Special Situations IE-

FPEPIAQP

£1,200 £1,200 £1,200 £1,200

£2,430 £2,420 £2,430 £2,410

£13,400 £13,200 £13,400 £12,700

£53,100

£4,990 £4,950 £4,990 £4,880

£6,310

Assumed growth rate 5%

Assumed costs and charges  0.35%

Projected value 

assuming no 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

after costs and 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

assuming no 

charges are 

taken

Projected value 

after costs and 

charges are 

taken

£3,700 £3,680 £3,700 £3,630

£6,250 £6,310 £6,140

£26,300

£30,800

£20,900 £21,500 £19,700

£30,500 £29,400 £30,500 £27,300

£21,500

£79,900

£65,300

£38,800 £40,700 £35,300

£52,300 £49,300 £52,300 £43,900

£40,700

£60,900 £65,300

£73,700 £79,900

£2,350

£3,510

£4,650

£5,790

£1,180

£2,340

£11,600

£17,200

£22,600

£11,300

£16,500

£21,500

£4,620

£2,360

£3,530

£4,700

£1,180

£5,860

£2,350

£3,520

£4,670

£5,810

£1,180

£38,200

£43,100

£47,900

£52,600

£11,400

£16,800

£21,900

£26,800

£31,600

£36,100

£40,500

£44,700

£48,800

£27,900

£33,100

£35,100

£39,200

£43,200

£46,900

£2,430 £2,430 £2,430 £2,400

£3,490 £3,700 £3,680 £3,700 £3,610

£4,990 £4,950 £4,990 £4,840

£5,740 £6,310 £6,260 £6,310 £6,080

£11,100 £13,400 £13,400 £12,500

£16,200 £21,500 £20,900 £21,500 £19,200

£20,900 £30,500 £29,500 £30,500 £26,200

£13,200

£40,700 £33,600

£29,500 £52,300 £49,500 £52,300 £41,400

£33,500 £65,300 £61,200 £65,300 £49,600

£25,400 £40,700 £39,000

£43,800 £115,000 £105,000 £115,000 £76,600

£37,100 £79,900 £74,200 £79,900 £58,100

£40,600 £96,500 £88,600 £96,500 £67,200
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How we worked out the figures in 
the tables

assumptions. The values shown are estimates and are not 

guaranteed.

These assumptions are:

1.

pension pot when they start saving. Contributions are

Some important things to remember
Your scheme will offer other funds to those illustrated, with 

different growth potential and different charges, and may also 

offer some form of lifestyling investment approach. If you have 

selected the lifestyling investment approach your pension pot 

will automatically be moved into different funds as you approach 

your retirement date and your scheme literature will provide 

details of how this works. As the individual funds used in a 

lifestyling approach have different growth potential and different 

charges, the overall growth rate and overall charge will change 

over time.

For these reasons, we have shown a range of funds with a range 

of charges which are available to you and which could apply to 

your pension pot during the life of your plan. A personal 

projection of your pension pot is included in your annual benefit 

statement and you should read that to get an individual view of 

actual charges applicable to you in your scheme literature.

The figures shown here: 

•
need to do that, we recommend that you take financial 

advice.

• May not be relevant to your personal circumstances. Your 

money may be invested in different funds, for example.
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2.

3. Transaction costs may not have been included where data 

was not available from the fund managers.

discounting values at 2.5% a year. Seeing the figures in 

important to note that inflation reduces the worth of all 

savings and investments. The effect of this is shown in the 

illustration and could mean the fund may reduce as well as 

assumed to be paid £100 monthly increasing in line with 

assumed earnings inflation of 2.5% each year.
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